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Background 
 
The Jersey review body set up to look at the remuneration of States Members’ pay commissioned Island 
Global Research to undertake (minimum of 500 household responses) a short survey on States members 
pay using the Company’s monthly Omnibus Survey resource. The degree of error is just over +/-4%.  

 

Findings 

Respondent Profile 

Overall, 563 household responses were received and the following profile was recorded (Figures 1 to 6): 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 5 
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Survey Findings 
 
Two out of three household respondents indicated that States Members’ pay should vary depending 
upon the level of responsibility (Figure 7). 
 

 
Figure 7 
 

Respondents were asked to select one of three options with regard to the preference of pay between 
States Members.  The findings were fairly evenly divided with slightly more support in favour of the Chief 
Minister being the only States Member who received higher pay (Figure 8).  
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There was a fairly even split between respondents (given the margin of error) who considered States 
Members’ pay to be too high/far too high (54%) versus those who considered it to be about right/too low 
or far too low (46%) (Figure 9). 
 

 
Figure 9 
 
Respondents were asked to express their strength of opinion on a number of options regarding States 
Members’ pay and the responses are recorded in Figure 10. 
 

 
Figure 10 
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Finally, all respondent households were invited to give their opinions on States Members’ pay 
and the following unedited comments were received: (NB. One IGR condition which does 
apply, however, is the removal of any comments which personally identifies/names an 
individual): 
 

• A higher ability of States members the more efficient they should be.  

• A states member or constable of a parish should only hold one position not two or more, and 
only paid for one position. Some members hold and get paid for two jobs, if your paid £42+ 
thousand pounds to carry out a job then I cannot see how it can be done properly if you are 
also in another position. No way. £42+ and expenses for a part time job, yes please I think I might 
try three positions for a year, then take a golden handshake and early retirement through hard 
work and come back as an overpaid advisor. Thank you.  

• A very sensitive subject and a cause of discontent in other businesses who cannot afford those 
levels. 

• All are paid too much for their role which is not full time. You should become a member for the 
role not the reward 

• All companies are pay graded both in and out of the states. All members should regularly 
produce on paper their time spent, the results of their time and the benefit to the island that their 
work has produced. Members should be expected to put in X amount of hours and this should 
be catalogued. If there are members with more responsibility, longer working hours, more input 
and more productivity that serves the island well, they should be paid accordingly. They need 
to account for the work they are being paid for. 1 Fact they need to be more transparent and 
accountable.   

• All elected members should be payed according to their qualifications to do the job they are 
elected to do - as in any industry.  Pay should be graded to the member's ability, not as a right.  

• Attracting the right calibre of candidate with appropriate remuneration is critical. People who 
complain about states members being over paid as it stands - are doing so based on the 
capability of certain politicians already in post - rather than making allowance for who could be 
in post.  

• Bring back the Committees and get rid of the Ministers..... It is no democracy!   

• Certain states members have claimed that living off the living wage is easy and yet make more 
than enough and do nothing to help the lower classes and average people who need more to 
help them progress in life. The money should be more wisely used, maybe as a start, begin filling 
in the black hole of debt rather than letting a senator buying a new iPad. 

• Complete shambles all states members have forgotten who they are supposed to serve  
Completely in the pockets of vested interest's namely finance and the rich     

• Considering there were no States payments except for expenses not so long ago, I think most of 
the rolls should be reasonable but not comparative to management positions in large firms. 

• Current members are overpaid I would be hard pressed to employ any of them. 

• Deputies should not be able to hold senior or ministerial positions. They are not elected on an 
island wide mandate. In future there should be one category only of States member with an 
island wide mandate only. Connetables should not have a vote in the States. Salary would then 
be structured towards position. 

• Despite their obvious flaws these people run the country so should be rewarded appropriately.   

• Do not agree that they should have free parking. And they should be frugal with expenses - not 
waste our hard earned tax contributions on 1st class flights that we cannot afford.  
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• Do parking spaces expense come from their salary or on expenses or free? 

• Equal pay across the board for everyone!   

• Expenditures Should be looked at a lot more carefully to see if there is a cheaper alternative 
before any spending is agreed like hotels and flights there's no reason for States members to fly 
first class when a normal flight will still get them their five star hotels when three star will do the 
same job, I think that the chief Minister should make decisions without having a panel committee 
first to pass it, and panel members shouldn't be scared to say no when the wrong decision is 
made.  

• I am not sure whether going back to lower pay would bring benefits by ensuring that you have 
to prove your worth running something before being paid to run the Island. 

• I believe the States should be run by business people and people that have proved themselves, 
many of the people there could not get paid that much and don't deliver anything 

•  I consider that States Members should be paid salaries and expenses according to their 
responsibility and status but not necessarily in line with the private sector. Their numbers should 
be reduced, especially those on Scrutiny Panels in order for those such as Ministers can be 
appropriately paid. There is something wrong with a system that attracts those who were weak 
or failed in their chosen career to take Ministerial responsibility!  

• I do not agree with paying States members. The quality of States members has fallen since pay 
was introduced. I would agree to a scheme that paid out of pocket expenses. 

• I do not think that states members work as hard as made out, if you want to become a states 
member then you should take it on for the sake of the island not the pay. 

• I don't think that the pay reflects the calibre of the candidates and it is too high. When there was 
no pay for states members they were leading figures in the business community who had 
successful careers and businesses and had a much better grasp of what was needing to be 
done and practical realistic plans for the island. Many of the candidates were not from the 
correct background and do not bring the relevant skill set to secure the future of the island. I also 
believe that there should be a two tier system so that new states members serve as assistant 
ministers with a view to taking over the ministerial position at the end of say 2 years for a period 
of 2 years to allow some continuity and knowledge to accumulate.  

• I feel that the state of the island in the 38 years I have lived here has been governed by greed 
and self-motivated purposes by state members. State members used to be respected and cared 
for the island. Not now!!!!! I believe they did not get paid and had achieved their status by being 
business men and built the island on trust and dedication. 

• I know for a fact that some States Members stood so they could collect a nice pay check with 
basically the minimum of effort - and that is what we now have. Couldn't care less Government, 
who spend like water, and are accountable to no-one. 

• I personally feel a living wage would be adequate. Or a volunteer basis, people who volunteer 
to in my view will be doing it for the right reason, not just a big pay check.  

• I personally think that paying States Members actually attracts less desirable members and lower 
calibre candidates. I feel that there are a lot of current members who don't really have the best 
considerations of the Island but are quite happy to take the money. The best States Members 
would be professional people who are able to run a business and who could run the Island 
successfully.  Unfortunately the level of pay required to attract these kind of people away from 
their day jobs would be astronomical, it certainly isn't around £45k. The only other option would 
be to go back to old way of having the job on a voluntary basis only... 

• I think it is a good idea paying according to the level of responsibility and experience but there 
is a risk that some members will chase promotion just to get higher pay - even if they are not 
wholly committed to the job. 
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• I think that states members should be more accountable to the public. Their pay is the same as 
two of us in my home. States members should remember that not everyone in the island earns 
the average wage. The allowance that they receive for expenses should be spent wisely it's the 
tax payers money that pays their wages and I want to know what I'm paying for. 

• I think that states members should not be paid, but if someone is elected then they should be 
means tested, if they need to take a wage, so no one would be unable to sit in the house. 
Expense are ok but not a wage if not required, then you need to prove that it is needed. 

• I think that the member in charge of the department that they are representing should be at the 
top of their game in that field. For example I think that the Minister of Education should be a 
teacher/LSA, Health a doctor/nurse, finance an accountant etc. Those ministers would then 
have the experience and knowledge of how the decisions they make will impact on the day to 
day lives of the people they make them for. I think that people should apply for ministerial roles 
rather than just becoming a member of the States. If they are serving a term as a minister that 
they are only doing that ministerial job. (Not their 'other' job too.) That way they will use all their 
time and resources doing a job to the best of their ability that they are being paid to do. Their 
pay should equal the amount that they would be paid in their current job, so that it would not 
be at a loss to themselves or their families to become a minister, so that the quality of that role 
would be the very best that they  

• I think that the states worked better when it was run by business men they understood the 
workings of big businesses and large amounts of money. By paying a very good wage to anyone 
who stands you have the majority of states members in there for the money not the Island. 
Members should be paid the minimum wage until they prove themselves able to do the job.  
There is too much waist in this Island I am sure it is not deliberate, it is because members have no 
background training and do not understand the implications of their actions. 

• I think they are paid too much, don't think they should be paid at all, maybe just pay them 
expenses. 

• I think we could manage with less States members. I think setting the salary too high attracts 
people to the money rather than the post. 

• I would like to see them doing my job for my wage .then see if there moaning about their money. 
I bet they wouldn't last a week  

• If a set figure should have a minimum hours per week/month doing their duties before being 
eligible for it. If not the full amount of hours + then reduced accordingly to the hours worked. 

• If having the best decisions made for our island involve recruiting people who are best qualified, 
then a financial incentive is not unreasonable 

• If pay was set, obviously higher, to allegedly 'attract a higher calibre of candidates' we'd likely 
end up with the same incompetent baboons being paid more to screw the island over. 

• If they don't attend a sitting money should be deducted from pay. 

• In my opinion, some of the States members are so incompetent, they should not be receiving 
anything like the level of pay that they are currently receiving. Some of these incompetents are 
ministers!  

• In order to fund better quality politicians, the group should be smaller. No change in overall cost  

• Income support should be automatic to all islanders over 70 years old, no matter what their 
health situation is.  

• Is being a States member a full time role? Appreciate that some rules are but regular States 
member may not be and therefore should not be paid a full time wage.   

• It is all very well talking about pay...but what about results? How is success measured? How about 
some element of pay relating to success? It is obvious that there is a lot of money being wasted 
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on the island due to poor decision making and going back on decisions. Hard decisions need to 
be made and followed through...by people who have the skills and confidence to do it. Running 
the island is like running a business...and you need people with the right skills. It is a great 
responsibility...the future wellbeing of all islanders depends on them, and surely pay should reflect 
that - as long as we get value for money! 

• It is of concern that the level of pay could prohibit someone who would be good as a minister 
from considering putting themselves forward as they could earn higher levels in the private 
sector.  

• It should not be viewed by candidates as a job but as a desire to serve your Island and its 
community. Therefore the salary should be a liveable wage which it is currently. We do not need 
ministers, chief ministers or any other titles that only serve to boost people’s egos. We need 
people who can do the job and represent all the community just a few.  

• It would be preferable to have the earlier honorary system with successful business minded 
people serving for the good of the Island, not for what they can get out of it. 

• It would improve the calibre of the people standing to be elected. 

• It would seem that states members carry out their role with different levels of competency and 
commitment. There needs to be more accountability. There should also be less members as there 
is no need for so many and the pay could then be higher.   

• It's a shame we can't vote some members out! 

• It's a tricky one.  We don't want to go back to the 'old farts with lots of money who have nothing 
better to do.' However, are also don't want chancers with no skills who stand because they can't 
find a regular job that pays this much. I am broadly ambivalent as regards States Members pay, 
but I suppose, like the private sector, we should ask - do we have a problem finding states 
members to take on extra responsibility at the moment? If no, then why pay anyone any more 
than they are getting already? 

• It's time for Jersey States Members to lower their salary until the black hole is filled and the books 
are balanced. Cuts are being made in the wrong places with the sick, lower paid and 
unemployed being targeted unfairly.  

• Jersey should pay less wages to States Members as they should be setting the example for the 
rest of the work force... The General Public do not respect States Members because there is too 
much public money spent on their wages/expenses, as well as being given free parking in a 
public car park, when they earn more than the average man on the street. Finance pays far 
higher than most people earn, even though the "average wage" is apparently very high. As a 
person who has worked all my life in Jersey, most people I know do not earn a fraction of the so 
called "average wage" 

• Look forward to seeing final analysis 

• Make all states members, especially the ministers, more accountable and responsible for their 
decisions 

• Maybe we should intelligence, and reality tests for prospective candidates! 

• Members do not go into politics for the pay. They should have a good standard of education, 
worldly experience and/or professional skills to bring to the job. This is a job that is not about 
money and pay rises for States Members should not be prioritised in the current economic 
climate. If States members want to earn more they should get a job outside the bubble of politics 
like their electorate. 

• Members pay should reflect their responsibility but ordinary member's pay should be frozen until 
this is achieved (to avoid a further large wage bill for the tax payer to foot). 
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• Members should be paid according to their responsibilities with minister's earning more. In return 
members should be required to adhere to certain standards and their adherence to the code 
of conduct should be monitored and enforced. Professional pay requires professional standards 
in return. 

• members should earn their wages 

• Ministers should be paid more, but no deputies should be ministers only senators   

• More visibility on the planning for the traffic and road conditions on a regular basis! 

• Most important. Change that must be made, is if a member of the state’s screws up, i.e. makes 
mistakes that costs the tax payer money he/she will be fired.  They must be held to account.  

• Most States Members do not work as many hours as most employed people. 

• Most States Ministers are failed business people. These are the only people attracted to the job  

• My answers would change if the roles were full time with other business interests and employment 
disallowed 

• My perception is that there are members of the States who are not qualified for the positions 
they hold and this is borne out by the recent 'about turn' on decisions taken: the nursery fees 
threshold being one example. 

• New States Members should not receive the same salary as long standing members, as they do 
not have the experience and this must be earned, much like an apprenticeship.  

• No confidence in the integrity or ability of those with greater responsibility.  

• No further comment but would like to learn more.    

• No, except that we need high calibre States Members, not people who would not be able to 
earn £40,000+ in normal employment.  

• Not sure what is meant as average pay. Finance and top civil service pay has skewed the 
chances of having a meaningful average. With regards to increasing States' pay, a number of 
those in at present would be unlikely to replicate their present remuneration had they to work for 
a living in the real world.  

• Officially elected politicians and States Members should NOT expect any kind of remuneration 

• Only them that want to help Jersey shod have the jobs and not in it for the money.   

• Our corrupt government are destroying this island with open door immigration.  The traffic is now 
unbelievable 

• Our government is paid too much. It's more than double what I earn and I don't get expenses. I 
have to buy everything myself. 

• Our Ministers and States members were of a higher calibre before wages were introduced. We 
used to have people with experience gained from their own businesses and life. Now we have 
unexperienced people making mistakes which cost us dearly on top of their wages. With 
statements of we have learnt by our/my mistake! But it is too late then, the tax payer’s money is 
lost! 

• Our states member never use to get paid and did a better job of running the island and less 
corrupt. They should only get paid for the hours they do and also l would like to see how many 
of them actual turn up for each states sittings, they should have to be there for all sitting unless 
they have a good excuse. 

• Our system is broken. Scrutiny panel chairs don't have any additional responsibility that makes 
them deserve a higher salary.  We need Clothier to be implemented as a matter of urgency so 
that the incumbent incompetents can be voted out. 
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• Overpaid and useless pay should be based on the individual performance time sheets for 
recording time spent in states chamber not out skiving  

• Pay should be exactly according to the level of the job, as it is in the private sector.  Then the 
right people will be in the right jobs. They are given the responsibility to run the island for us and 
they need to be intelligent and experienced enough to do this. 

• Pay should be fair and states members should be paid equally across the board. The pay should 
be sufficient and in line with civil service management pay grades (not senior or chief executive 
pay) States members must want to serve the community not take the job because the pay is 
better. 

• Pay should be set for the first term of office at the rate of pay earned in last 12months 

• Pay should equal role 

• Pay should not be used to attract people - as it does not necessarily attract those with the best 
intentions 

• Pay should only increase with responsibility if the number of states members decreases.  There 
are too many states members - compared with the UK where on average a single MP represents 
100,000 people. 

• Paying States members more money does not seem to bring us better quality members, they 
should at least  always be at all states sittings unless otherwise engaged in Island business. Also 
why such long holidays shutting down at summer, Christmas, etc., they must be accountable for 
their time, it is our money hard earned that pays their wages and expenses, not only that our 
taxes which we pay on earned money again and again. Member must be accountable to the 
public their employers, they are working for us with our hard earner money. Also no states 
member should take holidays in States working time. 

• Payment should be performance linked.  

• People in business should not be able to stand as the skew votes to line their own pockets. 

• People should be drawn to the job because they want to do better rather than get a large salary 

• Performance pay would be better, better management & don't waste tax payer’s money e.g.: 
expenses trip to South Africa!! 

• Plenty but we all know the states blatantly ignore public opinion  

• Public interest should be the drive no 1 not how night the salary is 

• Reduce the number of members by removing the Connetables, as was voted for previously and 
totally ignored. Imagine if UK politicians ignored the BREXIT vote. This is no different. 

• Salary should be based on the responsibility of the position.  Salary should be earned and if they 
believe in what they stand for they would do it for a sensible not a ridiculously high one because 
we won't know if they doing it purely for the money involved.     

• Scrap Ministerial Government. We need high-calibre business men/women who have run (or are 
running) successful businesses.  

• Should be based on their qualifications and experience  

• Since the chief minister and council ministers has come in they have too much power. There are 
too many states members and constables should be removed. The island was run far better years 
ago when it was voluntary without a doubt. 

• Some of our States members do not have sufficient education or life experience to be doing the 
job expected of them. There should be some minimum education/business experience 
requirements before islanders can stand for election 
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• Some States members would not be capable of earning the amount of their present salary were 
they not States Members.  We need well-rounded candidates.   

• Sometimes offering too high a salary attracts the wrong sort of person. The old way when the 
position was not a paid one worked well but I understand that we have to move forward and try 
to attract some younger blood. However the younger ones lack the experience of business and 
life and often make volatile, passionate choices which are not the best for the community. 

• States Assembly Members should not be paid additional expenses. The expenses they incur 
should be part and parcel of the job they do. 

• States Assembly Members should only receive a full salary if they attend a very high proportion 
of all the Assemblies debates.  If they don't show up their salary should be reduced as in any 
other job. 

• States member should not be paid.  They should revert to the honorary role that it was in the past.  
Far too many states members are only there for the pay and not the service to the Island. 

• States members are far too overpaid for the disaster they are creating to our Island.  They are 
there to do a job to govern our Island, not to make money. Our Island was governed far better 
when people were doing the job because they wanted to not to get a huge pay packet 

• States members are paid outrageously, how can it be justified?  Their participation in running our 
island is pitiful, public opinion is never taken in to consideration. They just try and outdo each 
other. Our island has now been run in to the ground. Totally overpopulated, very little left of the 
precious Jersey we all knew. Are we supposed to feel happy about paying exorbitant salaries to 
those responsible for all this??!!!!! 

• States members do not fulfil a full time role. Their pay should be pro rata in relation to the hours 
that they work. Any payments they receive in relation to public speaking, members of boards 
etc., should be either deducted from their salaries or made payable to the Treasury as these 
laments are in as a result of their position as a state’s member. Any pay rises should be no more 
than the public sector average annual increment. Pay should be performance based as with 
any other states employee. Any outside business interests should be published for openness and 
transparency. Income from private business interests should be declared.  

• States members pay should increase by no more than the cost of living or the amount States 
workers’ pay increase. 

• States members pay should increase if they prove themselves to the public, such as listening to 
the public voice, doing what is asked of them and thinking about what is best for the public and 
future generations; NOT what is best for their pocket/ social circle or to please the richer people.  
Also do they have to have a spending limit? I've never been given a spending limit from my work! 
£4000 is far too high.  

• States members pay should incorporate actual wages received AND any benefits to give full 
transparency  

• States members pay should not be higher than the private sector (excluding finance) 

• States members pay should reflect the responsibility and work they do 

• States members should be degree qualified if earning over £25k per year, like in other jobs! There 
should also be a cap in age for states members, the "old boys" have shown they are out of touch 
to what the islanders need and how to progress the island for the future. Drop their wages and 
let them see how it is to actually struggle financially on this island so they understand what the 
majority of people in the island have to overcome every day! 

• States members should be drawn from successful business people who are not in politics for 
monetary reward 
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• States members should be given only a limited expenses claim allowance to cover everything, 
at years end any money not used should be given over to health. 

• States members should be on minimum wage to understand how the majority of islanders live.  

• States Members should be paid according to their abilities, qualifications and most importantly 
their productivity. There is no other employer in the island that would pay a non-qualified 
employee in excess of £42,000; so why should the public. We should be able to sack 
unproductive States members, like any other employer can. Finally there are far too many chiefs 
representing a relatively small population. The number of states members could be radically 
reduced, with no real effect, thus saving a huge amount of public money. 

• States members should be paid in regards to their experience and qualification, just like in the 
'real world'. If they mess up or do not listen to the public actions should be taken.  

• States members should be paid more to attract better quality; however, there should be far 
fewer members 

• states members should be paid the normal living wage of a normal Jersey person why should 
they get more if they want more than they should earn it and should have appraisals just like the 
rest of us  

• States members should be proven in business or other relevant field therefore solvent before 
becoming a politician.  They are there to act for all the people of Jersey and not to feather their 
own nest or massage their egos by pretending to be “world players" as we currently see with 
people living in London and travelling the world at the tax payers expense. 

• States members should be qualified and able to do their jobs. A full CV should be made available 
before they are allowed to stand. This should be a voluntary position, attracting retired 
professionals and people who are not just in it for a rather significant salary and benefits that 
have never managed to work and have no practical experience of the challenges facing 
working people. Some states members would be considered unemployable, however, they are 
responsible for the islands welfare on as little as 200 votes, some even less. We actually allow 
these people to represent our Island, what must the rest of the world think of us. 

• States members should earn what they earned before being elected plus 5% up to a maximum.  
That way it would stop people running for office purely for the money and spouting off rubbish 
purely to get the votes 

• States members SHOULD NOT receive pay increases unless states employees do, and not if there 
are any redundancies planned that year 

• States Members should receive a lower basic pay but with a higher level of bonus pay for doing 
a good job ...simply put, the States of Jersey is a business and needs good business managers ... 
good managers should be rewarded  

• States members who don't do any work and don't turn up for states meetings/assembles should 
be penalised and have their salary deducted such as those working in the UK and in other jobs. 

• States pay levels discourage those with middle incomes that could not afford to give up full time 
work 

• States pay shouldn't be a factor in standing set at its present level is ok. Any lower and people 
couldn't stand unless they had other income.  No pay would mean we had a States full of rich 
toffs would therefore never understand how the middle working class struggle to cope.   

• States. Members should not have preferential treatment like free parking, especially by the States 
building. They should pay and use the car parks like the rest of us. All "perks" should be stopped, 
and bring Members into the real world where people have to pay for everything.  
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• Surely a States member is about equal in workload as a teacher, civil servant, bank officer or 
accountant.  Let's keep the pay of states members in line.  More dedicated people would apply. 
We have had some complete idiots in the past   

• Tax the higher earners and scrap the four grand budget they have 

• The current pay level is attractive only to the mediocrities currently in the States. 

• The future of the States and the management of the island's affairs should not be determined by 
elected individuals who seek a 'salary', rather individuals who are paid for their public service. 
Maybe should be performance related? 

• The highest calibre question, states members should be people who understand the people they 
represent, this does not mean they should have more education than others. 

• The paradox is that if you pay well, you do not necessarily end up with the highest calibre 
candidates - just the ones that can campaign sufficiently to an apathetic electorate.  We need 
more old-fashioned common sense in the House.  That is often found in the owners of successful 
small businesses. 

• The pay should be set at a level that will attract a high quality of person to stand for election the 
chief minister should receive a higher rate to reflect the responsibility of the office  

• The public of Jersey are paying for States Members wages therefore the salary should reflect on 
their responsibilities, qualifications and general experience. For example I know for a fact that 
there is a person that have been recruited in the a Planning Department who holds a high 
position and is an ex-army person, they are useless, haven't got any experience or qualifications 
to hold this position and quite frankly they are a bully!! The majority of these people are getting 
into the States through backhanders!  

• The role and salary need to be more attractive to encourage Jersey based professionals with 
commercial experience to take the plunge into politics for the sake of the island. 

• The States Assembly Members receive a cost of living pay every year even though they are trying 
to save money. The rest of the general working public struggle on with no pay rise. This is basically 
because the Members never agree so this is given regardless. 

• The states members are paid too much, they are doing a diabolical job wasting tax payers 
money and no one seems to be accountable. 

• The states members should be sacked as none of them know what they are doing 

• The states members where a better calibre when there wasn't pay!! 

• The states used to be a voluntary position and going on the present state of the island these paid 
members seem to in it for the money and making a right pigs ear of running our island   

• The work carried out by the ministers should require more work than the others states members. 
With those heading areas and departments should take longer and require more research and 
decisions. I also think that ministers and scrutiny panel heads need instruction on how to work 
with and control civil servants; the TV programme ‘yes minister’ whilst a comedy it's close to the 
truth. There pay and effectively their jobs are very secure with extremely good pensions. Our 
ministers/states members should be controlling and leading these staff & it requires expertise that 
a good number don't have. 

• There are too many states members and I am increasing finding that those not in ministerial 
positions have very little input. Even when they do it is largely ignored. The constables should 
definitely not be in the states chamber. 

• There does need to be reform within the States. 

• There is not one states member in the chamber at the moment worth a salary.  Too many stand 
today for the remuneration, not because they care for the island 
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• There should be a system in place where a state’s member can be removed from the states if 
they don't perform or they don't stick to the mandate that got them elected  

• There should be more accountability by all States members. They should all attend all States 
sittings and only under exceptional circumstances not attend. We seem to have some members 
who spend most of their time out of the island and still are on full salary. This is totally 
unacceptable.  

• They all get paid far too much for sitting on their backsides and talking a load of rubbish!!!! 

• They are being paid nearly double what I get paid but I do not believe they represent quality.  
Very poor decisions have been made by these overpaid individuals that have adversely 
affected my beloved Jersey.  I do not believe paying more will improve the quality! 

• They are corrupt and. Don’t care about the people of Jersey they just thing about them self's 
and their rich mates  

• They are paid too much  

• They are paid too much and the back handers they obviously take in joining in with the rape of 
my island should be addressed   

• They never used to get paid and served us much better. 

• They should be paid in accordance to amount of ours worked, on a set wage for that specific 
role. 

• They should be paid the same as the average person working on a shop floor. Too many times 
they have been over indulgent when using the island money. It is the person in the street that 
has to suffer to pay for it. They should want to be in the job for the island not the money. 

• They should be paid what they are worth and they no politician is worth anything at the moment  

• They should justify their astronomical expenses and their trips off the island.... The public should 
not have to pay.  

• They should knock 10k of the current pay see how that would effect their taxing everything in 
sight. 

• They should not be paid 

• They should not be paid at all, they used to do this job for the good of the people & the island & 
the worst thing that ever happened was paying these people. They could not care less about 
the people or the island, they have ruined this island. (I am Jersey born) 

• They should receive NO pay because the system is not fit for purpose and worked much more 
efficiently before Ministerial Government was introduced 

• They work harder to earn that money  

• Think it's time we moved into part politics giving the amount of resident now in Jersey.  

• This current Bunch should be rated on performance, they would end up owing the Electorate, 
Liars and cheats regarding their manifesto pledges! 

• This must be the worst government we have had in years, money down the drain  

• This should include civil servants 

• To serve as a member of the States of Jersey is a privilege as such payment should not be an 
incentive to serve. At the same time anyone with the acumen should perhaps be paid at an 
average middle management salary. Anyone who is extremely talented would have already 
secured an income in accordance of their talent. I also believe there should be an age bar of 
30 years this would ensure any successful candidate would have some life experience.   

• too many members 
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• Too many states members  

• Unfortunately quite a significant percentage of our politicians don't appear to have the skills, 
qualifications or necessary attributes to undertake any job, let alone running the island.  

• Unfortunately there isn't a way to assess how much work a member actually does. Those who 
don't do much still get the same pay as the members who are proactive. 

• We are the size of Yeovil county counsel not the USA we should pay proportionately some of the 
young just out of school should not be paid £42k not the right way to recruit no other organisation 
would do that!!  

• We had better States Members when they weren't payed, they were all business men who knew 
how to run a business like the States, not like now! 

• We have far too many States Members so we should have a lot less but pay more to attract 
higher calibre candidates  

• We have poor quality politicians at the moment because many much more capable candidates 
would not give up a much better paid job to go to one of 45k.....but equally we have politicians 
who could never earn that much in the private sector as they just don't have the skills....so really 
hard as they shouldn't get more!!  I do think it's Ministers that should get more....some politicians 
do very little at all for their wage!! 

• We need a better class of states members. We have too many uneducated members who could 
not hold down a job in the real world. We have members who cannot speak in public clearly.  
We should encourage successful business folk to contribute to the island. We need to return to 
the old ways cut down on civil servants and benefit claimants.   

• We need a change of government members  and should change ministerial government as not 
working for the people of Jersey 

• We need intelligent politicians which means we may have to pay for it! But we don't need so 
many politicians 

• We need to cut down on the number of states members. For an island this small there are too 
many. Also if they are allowed to claim £4k a year in expenses then they should not be able to 
claim for other expenses such as first class flights!  

• We need to cut the number of States Members drastically and pay professional salaries and only 
elect people who are capable.  I fear at the moment we have some members who are virtually 
unemployable and would not survive in the private sector. 

• We pay far too much for them, free lunch, do not pay social security, the public, we the people 
pay that for them. When we had good calibre, from a wide range of people that gave there 
time freely for the love of Jersey, Jersey was very buoyant. Now Jersey, is in a mess  

• We should have competent people running the island and then they might be worth paying. 
What we have at the moment don't deserve to be paid at all. 

• We should have fewer states members and higher pay to attract a better quality and qualified 
politician.  

• What a shame they are paid at all. When the States were unpaid you had people who had 
business experience and were there so that they could help the Island, not there as a chosen 
career that was well paid. Many members have no idea how to budget and don't know how to 
save money or make cut backs when times are hard.  

• When I arrived States Members were not paid and did a much better job than those in power 
today. There were no "career politicians" and they listened to the people. Just wish we could go 
back to the good old days! 
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• When our States members were there on a voluntary basis we had a higher calibre of States 
Member, perhaps we should go back to this.  These people were generally successful business 
people who had knowledge. Now that they are paid we have members who in other 
employment have failed or probably could not get employment. 

• When the average person of Jersey can afford to survive then I will make comment on members 
pay, there are too many people struggling in Jersey 

• Whilst the pay scale should be seen as attractive to high calibre candidates there should be 
some control over those with no business experience being allowed to hold public office.  

• Whilst the pay should reflect the level of responsibility it should not be at too high a level to attract 
the right candidates, candidates should be attracted to the job wanting to do better for the 
island they also call home not for the money  

• Why do States Members do not have to give a full C V. Some have no qualifications at all e.g. 
Transport/Infrastructure.    

• Why pay them, all they do is mess up the island, register to vote every year, haven't voted in 7 
because I can't work out which arsehole to vote for, they are all rubbish after money and power 
hiding behind popular agendas 

• Yes fewer States Members. We are a small island and do not need as many members as we 
have plus the Parish Constables....too many. Cut the numbers and save money. 

• You'll never be able to set income to solve this question "be set so that no-one is put off from 
standing for election to the States Assembly because they cannot afford to take on the role."  I, 
for example, don't want to afford a six figure pay cut 
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